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Editor’s letter

wanted to use the Editors Letter 
this month to convey the very 
sad news, that psychic reader 
Anthony has passed away.

Anthony was a long-standing psychic who 
had been reading for Psychic Light since 
2005 and will be greatly missed by all of us 
as well as by his loyal clients.

Our hearts, thoughts and prayers go to 
his wife and sons, family and friends. The 
coming weeks and months will no doubt 
be very difficult as they come to terms 
with their loss, but we do hope they will be 
able to take some solace in knowing that 
Anthony touched the lives of many during 
his lifetime of providing spiritual wisdom 
and guidance to those in need.

Poem Author unknown
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Jasmine
PIN: 5115

Jasmine is a clairsentient, 
clairvoyant medium; she has been 
working with her guides for 35+ 
years. She is a natural healer and 
has a special affinity with animals. 
Jasmine is able to transfigure spirit 
and loves the crystal ball, healing 

runes and numerology.

Karen 
PIN: 5791

Karen is a medium and 
clairvoyant, she brings comfort 

to many as she has a very 
calming approach. Karen 

works with a spirit guide to offer 
special and unique readings 

to clients guiding them through 
difficult decisions.

Martyn
PIN: 3322

Martyn has 41+ years’ experience 
as a natural medium and 

clairvoyant who conveys messages 
from loved ones who have passed 

into the spirit world. He is kind 
and considerate providing strong 

guidance on love and relationships, 
career, business and more.

Paula
PIN: 5454

Paula is a very experienced and 
dedicated medium, who has 

worked in this field for many years. 
She is able to offer you a reading 
with or without the use of spiritual 
tools including the use of Tarot 

cards, crystals, ribbons and rune 
stones.

Norma 
PIN: 1414

Norma believes that her gift was 
meant to be, and was intended 
to be used for the benefit of those 
in need of support at difficult times 

in their lives. She specialises in 
in-depth analysis of relationships 

whether family or romantic and also 
career matters.

Mary
PIN:5055

Mary is a naturally sensitive and 
an intuitive psychic, medium and 
clairvoyant. Energy readings are 
one of her specialities; she can 
pick up on emotional, physical 

and psychological blocks without 
hesitation. All of her readings are 

straight to the point.

Choose a reader to begin your journey
Pick from our many talented psychics, all with different techniques

PAY BY PHONE BILL 

0906 110 4850 
£1.50 per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.

PAY BY CARD 

0800 915 2347 
£32.95 for the first 20 minutes, £1.50 per minute thereafter.

All calls are recorded; the caller must be 18 or 
over and have the bill payer’s permission. 

Readings under UK law are deemed to be for 
entertainment only. Helpline: 0121 737 5574. 

FREE SPIRIT
Magazine

Psychic Light Ltd. PO Box 435, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 0WB.

We want to reassure you that we take the processing and handling of your data very seriously. 
We do not and never will sell your data to a third-party or allow any third-party access to your 
data for marketing purposes. 
If you have opted-in to receive marketing materials from us, we will continue to send to you until 
such time as you change your preferences or unsubscribe, or we deem a suitable amount of 
time has passed since you last used our service and consider that you are no longer interested. 
We want to ensure that it is as straightforward for you as possible to change your marketing 
preferences and unsubscribe should you wish to, the quickest way to do that is to email us 
providing the relevant information to: unsubscribe@bureautelecoms.com

www.psychiclight.com/privacy-notice/
www.psychiclight.com/terms-and-conditions/
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Charlotte

To the living, I am gone,
To the sorrowful, I will never return,
To the angry, I was cheated,
But to the happy, I am at peace,
And to the faithful, I have never left.

I cannot speak, but I can listen.
I cannot be seen, but I can be heard.
So as you stand upon a shore gazing at 
a beautiful sea, 
As you look upon a flower and admire 
its simplicity,
Remember me.

Remember me in your heart:
Your thoughts, and your memories,
Of the times we loved,
The times we cried,
The times we fought,
The times we laughed.
For if you always think of me,  
I will never have gone.
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As you can see from our cover, the main 
character Christopher Robin is played by 
Ewan McGregor. The film is released in 
the UK on the 17th August 2018.

The film is made by Disney but is a departure from them doing a live remake such as The Jungle Book or Beauty and 
the Beast. The film is charming, and there is a lot of physical comedy from the fact that Pooh and his friends are in the 
real world.

As a child Christopher had many adventures playing with his stuffed animals in Hundred Acre Wood. Now he is all 
grown up, but is struggling with past traumas, and his current job that he ends up prioritising over his wife and child. 
Pooh on the other hand has lost his friends, so he ventures back into Christopher’s life to get his help. Christopher 
finds himself at a juncture of needing to help everyone, and yet risking all that is dear to him. It takes the old gang 
of childhood pals to enter into his existence once more to remind him of the joys of family, friendship and the simple 
pleasures that can be garnered from life.

The film will of course delight younger audiences and is definitely 
a rival to the popular Paddington franchise, but equally those 
of an older generation will love to get back in touch with the 
cartoon characters that they were brought up on.

Heat Stroke: Heat exhaustion is not just a possibility 
in foreign climes, it can happen just as easily at home… 
Typical symptoms are nausea, dizziness, cramps, thirst, 
tiredness, headache 
and even a fast pulse. 
It is caused by the 
body losing too much 
water and salt, through 
sweating, either due to 
extreme heat or maybe 
from playing sport in very 
hot weather. To guard 
against it happening, 
ensure that you stay well 
hydrated, try to eat more 
water rich foods in your 
diet (think cucumber and 
watermelon), and stay 
out of the sun during the 
height of the day between 
11am-3pm, and seek 
shade where possible. If 
you do get caught out, 
then remove unnecessary 
clothes, lie down, get 
into as cool a place as 
possible, drink water, and 
try and cool the skin. 

Bug Bites: Mosquitoes 
bites and the like 
can make a summer 
miserable, obviously there 
are sprays and creams 
(some natural with ingredients like citronella, and others 
with chemicals like DEET) available, but there are other 
things you can do. Mosquitoes have a great sense of 
smell, and they particularly like the smell of sweat and 
lactic acid that we exude when we are hot, so regular 
showering with unscented products is a great idea. Dark 
clothes tend to attract heat, and along with it the biting 
insects, try lighter colour clothes that have a tight weave 
that mosquitoes cannot bite through! Mosquitoes are also 
attracted to the carbon dioxide that we exhale, so when 
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you are stationary, such as having dinner outside, try 
using a fan to propel the bugs away from you (as they 
are weak at flying).

Sleep: Lets face it, 
its not easy to sleep 
in these temperatures 
whether home or abroad. 
If you go out to work 
the chances are your 
windows are shut during 
the day, you may find it 
helps to also close your 
blinds or curtains. A cool 
shower before bedtime 
can help to reduce your 
core temperature, as can 
putting on nightwear that 
has had a brief spell in 
the fridge (in a bag). 

Sunburn: We often 
forget that sunburn can 
just as easily happen to us 
on a day in the UK and 
let’s face it we are much 
less likely to apply suntan 
lotion in the UK than 
when we are actually 
abroad. But sunburn 
can leave you feeling 
miserable for days, as 
well as increasing your 
risk of skin cancer, so is 

defiantly best avoided. Many of us purchase the right 
products – a good broad-spectrum sunscreen that has the 
right SPF for your skin type as well as UVA protection. But 
often things go wrong in that we do not apply anywhere 
near the quantity we should or often enough, or after 
swimming. To give you an idea the average adult would 
need a minimum of 6 teaspoons (30ml) of cream to 
cover their body per application. This means one person 
sunbathing daily could get through 4 bottles in a week!

As I write this article England is in the throes of what can only be described as a heat-wave. It’s the glorious 
weather we can only dream about, and plenty of us pay good money each year to ensure we get some by 
holidaying abroad. But somehow when you are working, and trying to sleep at night, it’s all not so funny. So 
how can you thrive during summer rather than just survive?

Thrive this Summer

A
s it is school 
holidays, I thought 
we would feature 
a child-friendly film, 
that could be fun 
for all the family.

To view the trailers, 
you can visit the official Facebook page:  
www.facebook.com/DisneyChristopherRobin/ 
Images courtesy of Disney Pictures.



Marcus has been a psychic medium since the inception of Psychic Light in the year 2000. He comes from a 
family of clairvoyants and is one of a long line of psychics. He provides clients with dependable, informative 
readings and as such many have returned for further guidance time after time. You can see from the website 
testimonials that Marcus gets lots of positive feedback. 

Charlie is the name of Marcus’s spirit guide, who works alongside him to give insight into many areas of 
people’s lives, especially in matters of relationships, future situations, home life and business. 

Marcus finds being a psychic and guiding other’s the most rewarding gift of all. He is an honest reader who 
spiritually comes alongside a person and gives them caring and loving advice and support. Marcus really 
believes in the work he does and thus is a very popular reader. 

Marcus’s Profile
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PIN: 9399

Psychic Specialities:  
Bereavement, Business, Couples,  

Discover Your Destiny, Divorce, Family, 
Relationships, Sexuality, Wellbeing

You can view the profiles of all our readers by clicking ‘OUR PSYCHICS’  
conveniently located at the top and bottom  

of each of our website pages.

Testimonials: 

Hi Marcus, you deeply inspired me today, and I want to thank you for the absolutely amazing read. I was in 
such tears before I called, but speaking with you cleared all my doubts and confirmed all my feelings to stay 
real to the relationship I have chosen. Your reading not only cleared all my doubts but it also gave me such a 
beautiful sense of new hope, and I now feel quite positive about my path ahead. I cannot thank you enough 
for taking the time to guide me today and am really looking forward to updating you soon!
Elizabeth, NYC

Thank you very much Marcus. My guides wanted me to contact you but I hesitated. I rang other psychics 
instead and I regret it. I now see why you were the chosen one. My love issue is very complex and deep. It 
takes a really good and non-judgmental person like you to get to the bottom of my situation. You are a really 
nice and understanding person. You showed sincere interest in my problem. People’s problems do sound 
similar but it takes a great spirit to understand that this is never the case. I liked the way you interpreted my 
dream. It makes much more sense now. Bless you dear.
S, UK
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Monique can offer you a reading focusing on many aspects of your life. She is a third-generation clairvoyant 
and has been reading for many years. Her gifts allow her to provide you with insights on your relationships, 
career or family path. 

Using images and natural intuition to provide a thorough reading, Monique wants to give guidance and 
enlightenment to everyone she reads for. If you are looking for clarity or validation in any area of your life then 
Monique is ready and willing to provide that for you. 

Monique can dive straight into the heart of a situation and delivers clear, concise readings. With the support of 
Spirit, she is able to look at other people’s thoughts and feelings, how they are behaving and what may be causing 
any difficulties. Monique will also look at your future path and see where new and exciting things may be coming in 
and how things will develop. She wants to leave clients with hope, faith and a refreshed, uplifted feeling.

We would love to receive your feedback following a reading,  
you can do this via our website, scroll to the footer  
and click ‘REVIEW A PSYCHIC’ under ‘CONTACT’.

Monique’s Profile

PIN: 2321

Psychic Specialities:   
Business, Couples, 
Discover Your Destiny, Divorce, Family, 
Relationships, Sexuality, Wellbeing

Testimonials: 

I have been having regular readings with Monique for a while now and consider myself very lucky to have 
found her. Not only are her gifts amazing, but the manner in which she delivers your reading is pretty special 
too. While she is a no-nonsense type of woman, any news she has to give you is delivered with much kindness 
and compassion. And she will make you giggle too! Her psychic abilities and her personality have guided me 
through a very difficult time. We can all benefit from a Monique in our lives!
Donna, London

Monique is an amazing reader. She tunes in within seconds without any questions and all her validations are spot 
on. She tells you exactly how the other person is feeling in a way that she couldn’t know without having an amazing 
ability because you don’t even tell her the actual situation. She has given me spot on timings and even when I think 
there is no way that could ever happen, it happens! She doesn’t change her reading because it seems doubtful, 
she sticks to it and it really does come to fruition somehow! I have had many readings but she is one of the best. A 
fantastic honest reader and she is a lovely person too and makes you feel so comfortable. Thanks Monique!
S, London



Wings in a dream stand for ethics and morals. 
Growing Angel wings suggest you will be hearing from 
a higher realm, sprouting bird wings suggest the gift of 
foresight.

Flying into the light, represents experiences 
that have been lost, and connecting to the past. It is a 
rare dream to have, but it may be time to create new 
memories and let go of some past hurts.
 
Flying like a bird where you have simulated 
flapping your arms and legs like a bird and have 
successfully floated into the air suggests that you are very 
determined. It could be easy to stop pursuing your dream, 
but this message tells you to continue your efforts – you 
will get there in the end.

When you were growing up were you told ‘silence is golden’, I didn’t really appreciate the sentiment as a youngster, 
thinking it was over-rated, along with ‘children should be seen and not heard’… But as it turns out, our very modern 
busy lives are filled with distraction and noise, and actually finding periods of peace and quiet can be our salvation!

Noise pollution is actually quite a threat to health, and it’s a difficult one to manage – you don’t physically see that 
noise is having an impact on the quality of your life, but in fact constantly living with noise can increase your blood 
pressure, reduce your concentration levels and productivity and disturb sleep to name a few.

Some noise comes externally, like building works, aeroplanes, traffic and so on, but other noise can be brought on by 
ourselves, by not switching off from modern technology.

Of course, some noise is to be expected and welcomed, like the odd mowing of a lawn, children playing or a BBQ 
getting going. But having some peace and quiet, doesn’t mean totally isolating yourself from all noise, but merely 
carving out a period of time where you have some solace from the world and an ability to calm your mind and tune-
out the external noises – real or perceived.

There are many different ways you could carve out a interlude of peace, for example:

• Many people find gardening can be very therapeutic, some like the daily activity of dead-heading 
plants, watering and generally nurturing something that is growing. The garden is a constant source 
of renewal and is a great reminder of the seasons and that good things come around each year. 
Try and tune into the positive sounds in the garden - leaves rustling, birds singing and water 
tumbling, and leave other noise behind.

• For many, tuning out the world comes in the form of a book. Allow the stories and 
characters in the book to totally transport you away from your life and distractions 
for a short period of time. The great thing about reading is that it is so portable, 
you can curl up in the garden or on the sofa, but equally you can use it to 
create calm during a lunch break or during a commute.

• Meditation for many is the greatest way to carve out some 
silence, and truly leave behind both external noises as well 
as internal chatter. Meditation need not be complicated 
or even prolonged, 5 minutes snatched during 
a day when you feel your wellbeing is being 
stretched can do wonders. If possible, find 
a quiet space, close your eyes and take 
a deep breath in for four counts and 
then exhale for eight, repeating this 
process five times should really 
restore your equilibrium and 
evaporate stress.
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Dreaming of flying or soaring in some way are some of the most common dreams that people have. Broadly speaking 
they are about feeling empowered, literally breaking free from the binds and limitations that tie you as well as representing 
ambition.

Flying dreams do tend to occur at certain junctures in our lives:

• When you are searching for the meaning of the ‘bigger picture’, you are trying to break free from the humdrum of life and 
see what you will achieve overall.
• You are assessing where you fit in the world, where will your ambitions take you.
• You want a psychological escape from your day-day life and its associated problems.
• You maybe experiencing a time where you feel helpless or even inferior, and like you are unable to help.
• You are ready to overcome obstacles and difficulties in your way, in order to succeed and achieve your dreams.

Assessing flying dreams, does to some extent depend on how you flew:

Failure to fly, if in your dream you are trying to 
take off, but are not successful, then the chances are in 
life you are feeling bogged down and like things are all 
a bit too mundane. This may mean that an ambition is 
out of your reach at this time, perhaps it is too much of a 
dream, and it is time to re-evaluate!

Falling occurs after you have successfully been 
soaring for a while, this can demonstrate that you are 
unsure about your current path, and that generally your 
desire for a certain project or person is waning. The 
falling signifies a sense of lack of control – you need to 
be honest with yourself about what you want next!

Flying Free means that you are already on the road 
to success, minimal effort will continue to steer you, you 
should achieve your goals easily.

Dream Flying
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Cow Eyes

C
ow eyes are large and rounded, they have a steady and tranquil gaze. With this person – you will know 
where you stand, they are both honest and direct, on occasion you may need to forgive their bluntness. You 
might describe a person with cow eyes as being impulsive and charismatic, and yet they are not adventurous 
per se. They can be both emotional and romantics at heart, you will love their gentle and patient persona.

Dragon Eyes

D
ragon eyes are also large and round and very beautiful, with very defined top and bottom lids. People 
want to be friends with those with dragon eyes, they are energetic, self-assured and make a great first-
impression. They are witty, intelligent and make conversation easily, their magnetism and fun-loving spirit 
makes them a great person to have around. They have determined personalities with great ideas.

Peacock Eyes

A
s you imagine from a peacock feather, peacock eye irises are made up of many different colours, the eyes are 
usually wide set. Those with peacock eyes are usually both sensitive and creative. Relationships do not come 
easy to them, and in life they often have to learn lessons the hard way. Inwardly they are both resourceful and 
driven, but they need to look forward more and not let past upsets trip up their future endeavours.

Phoenix Eyes

P
hoenix eyes are large, sparkling and bright – the irises will be particularly generous. They have to work 
hard for what they want in life, but they are quietly self-determined. Those with phoenix eyes are naturally 
quite timid and often sentimental, sometimes they are hurt when their sense of fairness does not play out as 
they would like. Despite this they stay true to their hearts, being kind to all. But in the end their persistence 

pays off and they enjoy good health, wealth and popularity.

Pig Eyes

P
ig eyes tend to be small and round in shape, on occasion their attitude can be short-sighted, and their 
vision for projects and occasional temper can get them into trouble. But under that feisty veneer they are 
clever and work well in a team. Those with pig eyes have many friends as they are sweet and loyal and 
their fun-loving personality draws others to them.

Tiger Eyes

T
iger eyes are rectangular and deep set with long graceful lids and striking irises! Like the animal, tiger eye 
people are courageous, sometimes a bit restless and rebellious. They are very tenacious and won’t stop 
until their goal is reached. Those with tiger eyes are curious but can be stubborn once they have formed an 
opinion. They have their pride and are honourable in their actions – they don’t like bad behaviour!

Wolf Eyes

W
olf eyes are extremely piercing and have a downwards slant. Those with wolf eyes are highly 
motivated and are not afraid to use a bit of cunning when needed to achieve an objective. They are 
fiercely loyal and want to protect those they care about. Their powerful nature deters anyone from 
crossing them. Sometimes they lack patience, wanting everything to materialise now, but with age 

they realise that their single-mindedness and determination will be enough to succeed. 

Fascinating 
Fixed Stars

A
s you know in Chinese astrology, they associate birth years with animals. 
When it comes to the ancient practise of face reading, they also associate 
different eye types with animals. In Japan the practise of Physiognomy (The 
Art of Face Reading) characterises eyes based on their shape, and the shapes 
are derived from animal’s eyes – they base things on 40 animals in total, but 
for today we will concentrate on the seven animal types that the Chinese use.

Chinese Animal
 Eye Types



School holidays are in full 
swing, so if you have children 
at home and are doing some 
arts and crafts, why not join 

in the fun and create your own Angel 
Card deck.

Angel 
Crafts
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Many of us will have a holiday over the summer, and there is nothing like an extended time away from work,  
to make you dread going back. Or maybe you have been struggling at work for a while,  

and the Sunday night blues are a regular occurrence for you?

But until now, you may not have considered using the Law of Attraction principles to support you in your job role.

Many of us now work full time as a necessity to making ends meet, and as such we are spending large amounts of our 
life in the workplace, which is why it is key to create a more positive approach towards your job. 

You may want to create better work relationships with your colleagues, have a more positive attitude or seek a 
promotion, whatever your goal, being more positive in your job can make a difference in furthering your career;  

while making going to work every day seem less of a challenge and more of an opportunity. 

Start before work

First things first… If you wake up in a negative mind set, you may carry these thoughts with you throughout the day. 
Instead, aim to wake up five minutes earlier and visualise your goals before you leave for work. In a meditative state, 

focus on what you want from your job and picture yourself achieving it. This will put you in the correct mind set to carry 
on using the Law of Attraction while you are at work. 

Continue positive affirmations throughout the day 

Starting your day using the Law of Attraction is the first step to achieving your goals, but don’t forget to carry on 
throughout the day! Be consistent and don’t let anything stop you from ignoring your goals. For example, if your goal is 

to gain that promotion you’ve always wanted, then start by telling yourself “today I will impress my boss by performing to 
the best of my ability.” If your goal is to befriend colleagues, then turn your thoughts to  
“my kindness and personality will result in colleagues gravitating towards me today.” 

Cut out negativity from your daily routine

Negativity is extremely powerful in controlling your emotions and positive thoughts which are crucial when using the Law 
of Attraction. Having a negative voice in your head that questions everything you do will prevent you from achieving 

positive things. If you find it hard to banish every negative thought that comes into your head, take it a day at a time until 
it becomes a routine. By committing to saying motivational things about your career to family and friends,  

you are able to shut down your inner critic and allow the Law of Attraction to take control. 

Keep going and take notes 

Keep track of your visualisations, hopes and dreams by writing them down in a diary. Start off by writing down what you 
picture achieving in your career and in the workplace. If negative thoughts enter your mind, go back to your journal and 
reread your goals. This will not only give you a reminder of your ambitions but allow you to focus on your career without 

straying away from your ultimate goal. Lastly, remember the diary can only be filled with positive thoughts! 

It is normal when practising the Law of Attraction to struggle to avoid and dismiss every negative thought that comes 
into your mind, but with practice, this will become a sense of habit. If you don’t know where to start and are seeking 

guidance, many of Psychic Light’s readers specialise in business and workplace choices,  
such as Bryony (PIN: 2727) and readers like Robbie (PIN: 3443) who 

can guide you further on the principles of the Law of Attraction. 
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Making the cards
• Angel card decks vary in number from 
34-48 cards.

• You will need to cut pieces of card, all to 
the same size – you can base these on the size 
of playing cards; or go bigger if your shuffling 
abilities are not great, or you really want to go to 
town on the design of the cards! 
 
• You can decorate one side of the cards with 
angel themed designs. If your art skills are good, you can 
draw pictures, if not feel free to use wrapping paper, free 
designs printed from the internet etc.

Creating the words
Option 1 – You can just put a singular word on each card, for 
example – Joy, Peace, Love, Happiness, Fun, Honesty etc.

Option 2 – You can choose a fuller sentence of wording or 
phrase, using uplifting and positive language. For example: 

Time to Listen!

The angels request is that you take time to listen and really 
hear… Being in a receptive state, will enable you to seek and 
understand gentle reassurance from the Angelic Kingdom. 

• The words you choose should suit you as a person, it’s 
important to use language and phrases that you would 
connect with. There is no need to rush, feel free to build your 
cards over a number of craft sessions.

Angel Card Reading
When your set is ready, you could lay a table for a reading. 
You might choose to put out a table cloth, to light a candle 
and decorate with crystals or other spiritual items you have 
collected and feel drawn too.

At the beginning you may call on an Angel to guide you 
through the reading, perhaps Archangel Gabriel, who is perfect 
for communication.

As you are reading for yourself, you may find it’s useful to 
have a notebook to hand to jot down your initial thoughts.

• Spread the cards on the table.
• Cut the deck in half.
• Select three cards from the middle.
• Place the cards out in front of you.
• Turn the cards over – one at a time. Say out loud whatever 
comes to mind.
• Note down any initial responses you had to the cards, whether 
that is the design or the words. Did any thoughts or feelings 
pop into your head?

It’s important to go with your initial reactions, don’t be tempted 
to edit your natural instincts. 

Over time you will create a ritual of setting up and reading the 
cards that works best for you, and as you learn to interpret and 
trust your intuition your readings will improve with time.

Using the 
Law of Attraction in the Workplace



Astrology
Good news for Gemini 
as you celebrate a 
Mid-Summer’s Dream. 
Your third house of 
intellectual/commu-
nication interests is 
very strong. However, 
there’s a Solar Eclipse 
on the 11th which in 
many ways mirrors 
the previous one in 
July. Cars will get 
tested again; so, drive 
carefully and double 
check computers. 
Finances are good 
especially on the 
10th and 26th Full 
Moon. The harmony 
of career and home 
is close to your heart; 
and success is within 
reach.

August is about 
getting your house 
in order, both 
physically and on the 
home front. Work 
on your emotional 
well-being and family 
harmony and reduce 
your schedule as we 
have a Solar Eclipse 
on the 11th. More 
of a replay of last 
month’s eclipses, 
though not exactly 
the same; family 
dramas and perhaps 
more work needed 
on the home. You 
may be earning from 
home; good family 
contacts play a 
positive role in your 
financial life.

Arians are affected 
by the powerful 
cosmic rays of the 
Solar Eclipse of the 
11th August. Their 
cosmic mission is to 
clear away obstacles 
on your path; they 
usually do a good job 
of it. Also, there’s a 
focus with children’s 
issues and Aries 
wise counsel will 
be needed. Venus 
pauses from 5th-9th, 
which slows your 
love and finances, 
then offers a change 
of direction. The Sun 
enters your health/
work sky on 22nd, 
showing healthy 
money gains.

Moon-folk are 
still basking in the 
financial sunshine, 
prosperity is 
happening and you’re 
still in the midst of a 
financial high; it’s a 
prosperous month 
ahead. The Solar 
Eclipse of the 11th falls 
in your money sky 
showing a need to 
streamline activities 
and help the money 
people in your life. 
Also, be alert to 
safety with cars and 
computers. It’s time 
to delegate the career 
workload and take a 
break – focus more on 
home, family and your 
emotional well-being.

The cosmic climate 
blesses you with an 
abundance of energy 
this month, enabling 
you to deal with the 
Solar Eclipse of the 
11th, as it falls in your 
own sign of Leo. 
However, it won’t 
upset the applecart 
to reduce your busy 
schedule around 
that time. Once 
again, you’re made 
to redefine yourself, 
and reassess who you 
are, which brings a 
beneficial change in 
attitude and image. 
The Sun enters your 
money sky on the 23rd 
and you begin a yearly 
financial high.

Heaven, I’m in 
heaven-my heart 
beats so that I can 
hardly speak, a 
melody which reflects 
the cosmic flavour of 
the month, but not 
quite in the way you 
think. Venus moves 
into your money sky 
on the 7th bringing 
financial windfalls and 
increased earnings. A 
Solar Eclipse on the 
11th in your spiritual 
sky shows a mystical 
revelation while 
studying the sacred. 
Your light shines with 
an ‘other worldly’ 
kind of glamour when 
the Sun enters your 
sign on the 22nd.
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The good news is that 
you’re more focused 
on love/friendships 
and will most likely 
overcome the chal-
lenges of the Solar 
Eclipse of the 11th. 
Also, with the Sun in 
your 11th house you 
have a good feeling 
for technology – any 
new purchases will be 
top quality. Jupiter in 
your money sky will 
offset a retrograde 
Pluto, your money 
planet. After the 
23rd the Sun moves 
into Virgo, Pluto 
receives beautiful 
aspects, prosperity 
is happening but at a 
slower pace.

The Solar Eclipse on 
the 11th shakes up the 
career and creates 
dramas in the lives 
of people involved 
in your career. Some 
course corrections 
are needed and the 
changes your make will 
be good ones. Love 
planet Venus takes a 
heavenly pause from 
5th-9th and shows a 
need to take time-out 
in romance and then 
maybe take a step 
back. Finances are 
great especially after 
the 22nd, so use your 
funds for some R&R 
and enjoy a resurgence 
of cosmic healing 
energy.

Sometimes the 
cosmos uses dramatic 
means to manifest 
its plans; still the 
Solar Eclipse of the 
11th, is more or less a 
repeat of last month’s 
eclipse. However, this 
one occurs in your 
education/philosophy 
sky, and impacts on 
college students and 
spiritual matters. 
Despite the eclipse 
August is successful. 
Mercury (career) 
moves forward on the 
19th, and the Sun’s in 
your career sky which 
peaks on the 22nd; 
and someone makes 
you an offer you can’t 
refuse!

There are a few 
shake-ups in your 
home life and on the 
work front this month. 
A Solar eclipse on 
the 11th adds weight 
to your powerful 
regeneration sky and 
compels you to look 
at the transience of 
life. Our existence 
here is short, it can 
end at any time; this 
cosmic wake-up call 
is a reminder to focus 
on your reason for 
being here. Earnings 
are good, so you can 
still enjoy the music, 
which one to choose, 
which way to go, 
while finding your key 
of life. 

Caring water-bearers 
you are still enjoying a 
yearly love and social 
peak. Even though 
the Solar Eclipse of 
the 11th tests love and 
friendships, the 25th-
26th brings happy 
romance for singles, 
and opportunities 
for reconciliation 
for those in trying 
relationships. Also, 
you’re a still in a 
cycle of prosperity; 
finances need an 
expert evaluation 
for reassurance. 
With Uranus in your 
home/family sky, your 
challenge is to balance 
success in career and 
home/family life.

Pisces health and 
work sky comes 
under the spotlight 
on the Solar Eclipse 
of the 11th as the 
Sun rules your sixth 
house of health/work. 
Fortunately, the 
career planet Jupiter 
moves forward on 
the 10th August, and 
is clearing the way 
forward for your 
next career push. 
On the 23rd dawn 
begins to break in 
your year, it’s time to 
focus on the career. 
This could mean an 
exciting job offer, a 
new health regime, 
dear Pisces you can 
enjoy a month of new 
beginnings!
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